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Midterm 2 
 
This exam is 70 minutes long, and is worth 70 points. Part I is multiple choice, Part II is a 
derivation/short answer. The points are allocated in proportion to the time you should spend on 
each problem.  
 
PART I: Multiple Choice [40 minutes total, 4 points each]. Do NOT explain. 
 
1. Bankers’ concerns regarding the optimal mix of excess reserves, secondary reserves, 
borrowings from the Fed, and borrowings from other banks to deal with deposit outflows is an 
example of 
a) liability management. 
b) managing interest rate risk. 
c) liquidity management. 
d) none of the above. 
e) all of the above. 
 
2. Since depositors, like a lender, only receive fixed payments while the bank keeps any surplus 
profits, they face the _____ problem that banks may take on too _____ risk. 
a) adverse selection; little 
b) adverse selection; much 
c) moral hazard; little 
d) moral hazard; much 
e) no; little or too much 
 
3. The too-big-to-fail policy 
a) exacerbates moral hazard problems. 
b) puts large banks at a competitive disadvantage in attracting large deposits. 
c) treats large depositors of small banks inequitably when compared to depositors of large banks. 
d) does only (a) and (c) above. 
e) none of the above. 
 
4. A bank failure is less likely to occur when 
a) a bank holds less U.S. government securities. 
b) a bank suffers large deposit outflows. 
c) a bank holds more excess reserves. 
d) a bank has more bank capital. 
e) all of the above. 
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5. Politicians in a democratic society may be shortsighted because of their desire to win 
reelection; thus the political process can 
a) impart an inflationary bias to monetary policy. 
b) generate a political business cycle, in which just before an election expansionary policites are 
pursued to lower unemployment and interest rates. 
c) place too much pressure on the Fed to finance federal budget deficits. 
d) cause all of the above. 
e) cause only (a) and (b) above. 
 
6. The Federal Open Market Committee consists of  
a) the five senior members of the seven-member Board of Governors. 
b) the seven members of the Board of Governors and seven presidents of the regional Fed banks. 
c) the seven members of the Board of Governors and five presidents of the regional Fed banks. 
d) the twelve regional Fed bank presidents and the chairman of the Board of Governors. 
e) all seven members of the Board of Governors and all twelve presidents of the regional Fed 
banks. 
 
7. When the Federal Reserve sells a government bond to a bank, 
a) Federal Reserve liabilities remain unchanged. 
b) reserves in the banking system increase. 
c) reserves in the banking system decline. 
d) reserves in the banking system remain unchanged. 
e) none of the above. 
 
8. The government agency that oversees the banking system and is responsible for the conduct of 
monetary policy in the U.S. is 
a) the Federal Reserve System. 
b) the U.S. Treasury. 
c) the Bank of the United States. 
d) the House of Representatives. 
e) none of the above. 
 
9. The sum of vault cash, deposits at the Federal Reserve banks, and currency in circulation is 
called 
a) the money supply. 
b) the monetary base. 
c) reserves. 
d) near-cash. 
e) none of the above. 
 
10. The Fed’s least commonly used means of changing the money supply is 
a) changing reserve requirements. 
b) changing the discount rate. 
c) open market sales. 
d) open market purchases. 
e) none of the above. 
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PART II: Derivation/Short Answer [30 minutes total] SHOW YOUR WORK!! 
 
1. Consider the following information, drawn from the Economist. 

 

 
 
1.1 (4 minutes) Has the US dollar appreciated against the euro over the past year? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
1.2 (5 minutes) Using the Interest Parity Condition, calculate the expected annual rate of depreciation 
(or appreciation) of the UK pound against the euro (from the perspective of a euro area resident) over 
the next two years.  
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1.3 (6 minutes) What is the exchange rate (pounds per euro) expected one year from now, assuming 
the interest parity condition holds. Show your algebra; the mathematical expression for the answer is 
sufficient – you do not actually need to calculate out the exact value. 

 
 
2. Suppose the reserve requirement is r.  
 

2.1. (4 minutes) Show the sequential changes in checkable deposits, assuming no excess 
reserves are held by banks, and the public holds no currency, if reserves are increased by $ 1 
billion. 
 
2.2. (6 minutes) Using algebra, show what the final effect of the $1 billion injection of 
reserves is on checkable deposits (i.e., what is the money multiplier in this case). 
 
2.3 (5 minutes) Suppose the required reserve ratio is reduced. What is the impact on the 
money multiplier? Use math/calculus if helpful. 
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